
Diversifying Applications while Specializing in Small DC Motors

Sources of our High Profitability as Seen 
in the History of our Founding and Business Development

Thoughts Put into Our Motors

   Mabuchi Motor started from a dream of a boy who loved models. Kenichi Mabuchi, the 
first president who loved manufacturing since he was a child, created model airplanes and 
ships and devised various ways to move them. When he was in sixth grade, he used gasoline 
as fuel to move a model of a steamship with alcohol lamps faster, which ignited and caused 
severe burns. At that time, he thought he wanted to create a safe power for children in the 
world. This experience led to the later development of our motors.
    In 1946, Kenichi created a motor for school teaching materials with the idea that "science 
education must be flourishing for the future development of Japan." That is the school mo-
tor. In this way, our educational support has been handed down from before our founding.

   The story of Mabuchi Motor begins in 1946, well before the 
company’s founding. In that year Kenichi Mabuchi, later to 
become the company’s first president, created a motor for 
use in teaching science to school children in Takamatsu, Ja-
pan. In 1947, he succeeded in developing the world's first 
high-performance horseshoe-shaped magnetic motor. In 
those days, the magnetic field in a DC motor conventionally 
was created using an electromagnetic coil. But Kenichi was 
an out-of-the-box thinker, and came up with the idea of us-
ing a permanent magnet that would allow for smaller motors 
and lower power consumption. He proceeded to make this 
idea a reality. Working with his younger brother Takaichi who 
would later become the company’s second president, Keni-
chi produced and sold high-performance horseshoe-shaped 
magnet motors for use in models.   This motor was able to 
rotate continuously for one to two hours using only one bat-
tery, which was astounding at the time.
    While building the foundation of the small DC motor busi-
ness on these products for models, the Mabuchi brothers 
began to enter the toy parts market, which was larger than 
the model market. Back then toys were powered mainly by 
either springs or friction, power sources that dwindle quickly. 
Therefore, Kenichi and Takaichi developed a motor for toys. 
In 1953, they approached Nomura Toy, a toy wholesaler in 
Tokyo, to sell their new motor to the company. When Nomu-
ra Toy showed a motorized toy sample to a toy buyer from The high-performance horseshoe-shaped magnetic motor

A Pioneer in Small DC Motors
the United States, the buyer‘s eyes widened in surprise. This 
was the origin of Mabuchi Motor sales to Nomura Toy. Pro-
duction and sales surged, and Kenichi and Takaichi moved 
their business to Tokyo, the hub of Japan's toy industry. They 
rented the second floor of Nomura Toy's warehouse and set 
up a factory there. Then on January 18, 1954, they estab-
lished Tokyo Science Industrial Co., Ltd. – the date we re-
gard as the founding date of Mabuchi Motor.
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Small, High-performance, Affordable Motors

    In the earlier days of the company, motors produced by 
Mabuchi Motor were used mostly in toy cars made for ex-
port. The toy cars were too expensive for ordinary Japanese 
people to buy at that time: they cost 1,500 to 2,000 yen each 
at a time when the monthly salary of new junior high school 
graduates was 2,000 yen. The company decided to create a 
small, powerful, low-cost motor that could make toy cars af-
fordable for children in Japan. Doing so was required reduc-
ing the cost of the motor from 120 yen to 20 yen, which was 
the cost of a spring (the existing power source for toy cars 
sold domestically). To get that cost reduction, we had to de-
sign the motor in a whole new way and use low-cost compo-
nents.  An expensive material named alnico (an alloy of alu-
minum, nickel, cobalt, and iron) normally was used for the 

magnet, the primary component of the motor. Mabuchi’s 
engineers therefore worked to develop a motor using a low-
cost ferrite magnet that a Japanese manufacturer had begun 
to produce. Using the new ferrite magnet, the company cre-
ated the F-type motor, whose performance matched that of 
an alnico magnet motor - at half the weight and a cost be-
low 20 yen. Production of the F-type motor began in 1958.  It 
was an innovation that synced perfectly with the plastic mod-
el fad at the time - and  "Mabuchi" became a household 
name.

Technological Innovation and Diversification of Applications

    In 1960, we focused our attention on the trend in tape re-
corders toward more compact, lighter weight, and cordless 
designs and began to develop a motor for tape recorders. 
For this application, we needed to achieve silent, smooth 
rotation while reducing current consumption to 10% of its 
existing level, and extending service life 50 to 100 times. 
We did so through a threefold innovation that improved 
shaft precision, used a new oil-less bearing, and refined the 
motor technologies, including to enable contact between 
a commutator and brush – all of which reduced production 
costs. As a result, we succeeded in developing the FM-
250 series of motors, which later gained an overwhelmingly 
large share of the tape recorder motor market. This is one 
example of our innovation pattern. Mabuchi Motor has re-

alized diversification of expanded applications for our small 
DC motors through innovating in technologies and increas-
ing the affordability of end- products.
　We have specialized in small DC motors and have worked 
to diversify the market for their applications because we 
believe it is essential to concentrate our business resources 
on small DC motors in order to create products that out-
perform our competitors, even though we are a modest 
company scale. We have achieved business growth by spe-
cializing in small DC motors, diversifying their application 
markets, and developing our business activities with the 
aim of selling them not only in Japan but also to markets 
and customers around the world.

Origin Story: Our Management Principle

   Takaichi Mabuchi resolved to articulate a basic philosophy 
for the company that would express "why Mabuchi Motor 
exists, and what we sweat over and work for." From its be-
ginnings as a small factory, Mabuchi Motor had grown into a 
medium-sized company with more than 1,000 employees.
　Takaichi believed that, for the Company to keep growing 
and developing, it needed a strong management team, and 
to this end, we have formulated a management philosophy 
that our employees can truly identify with. He looked back at 
the path the brothers had taken. They had dedicated them-
selves to developing a lowcost motor for toys, and achieved 
production at a low price, equivalent to that of a spring. The 

dream of many children to play with electric toys came true. 
He also felt a sense of purpose in life, realizing that through 
his business he was contributing to the lives of people 
around the world and to the economic and social prosperity 
of the world. This idea became the core of our management 
principle that Takaichi Mabuchi formulated for Mabuchi Mo-
tor : "Contributing to International Society and Continuously 
Increasing Our Contribution." This principle has been our 
constitution, guiding Mabuchi Group companies around the 
world, transcending limitations of time and location.

The F-type motor, 
which uses a ferrite magnet
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   Since its very beginnings, Mabuchi Motor has proven its 
expertise in securing sales in new markets and applications. 
The primary export destination of toys, which were the major 
application of motors in our early days, was the United 
States. In 1956, two years after our foundation, Kenichi Ma-
buchi visited the United States. He stayed for 45 days, visit-
ing customers to gain firsthand knowledge of the U.S. mar-
ket. One of the customers he visited was a major toy 
manufacturer, the world leader in the industry at the time.     
Five years after Kenichi’s visit, Mabuchi Motor received a 
bulk order for 20 million motors per lot from that toy compa-
ny. In the same year, orders came in for motors for tooth-
brushes and tape recorders from another U.S. company, one 
of the largest electric appliance manufacturers in the world.  

Selling to Customers around the World
Overseas Share of Motor Sales Amount 90% (2021)

    As a result of these proactive sales activities to markets 
and customers around the world, the overseas sales ratio of 
motors has reached 90%.
　With the establishment of bases at Mexico in the Americas 
in 2014 and at Polan in Europe in 2017, Mabuchi has estab-
lished the Five-Region Management Structure. We will con-
tinue to practice our management principle "Contributing to 
International Society and Continuously Increasing Our Con-
tribution." by promoting "Mabuchi Global Management" 
which is based on the strength of "diversity" that takes ad-
vantage of the connections among human resources and di-
verse values among our bases, as well as our "Five-Region 
Management Structure". aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

   In 1969, as the scale of motor production and sales grew 
rapidly, we experienced s significant production shortage of 
parts and our assembly capacity proved insufficient.  ensued. 
In the toy industry of the time, that products were cus-
tom-made was taken for granted, and Mabuchi Motor was 
producing a wide variety of motors whose specifications dif-
fered slightly depending on the customer. The production 
failure hit during the summer, which was the peak production 
period ahead of the christmas holiday shopping season. In 
addition,  we recieved a number of our customer complaits. 
　To rectify this situation – and just as importantly, to avoid 
its recurrence – Mabuchi Motor made the decision to stan-
dardize its products. There were internal objections to this 
decision, as some believed that standardized motors would 
not be sold well. The standardization of motors enables 
planned production based on inventory sales, which in turn 
reduces production costs and maintains and improves quali-
ty through stable operations. We believed that this would 
lead to the provision of value to our customers, who were 
facing fierce competition and are committed to rationaliza-
tion.
　To make our new strategy a reality, Mabuchi Motor set out 
to propose our product standardization to our customers. 
The largest toy manufacturer in the U.S. was the first to 
agree. As a global industry leader, the company was keenly 
aware of the tough competitive environment and recognized 
that standardization offered a smart and reasonable way for-
ward. After that first agreement, our standardization project 

clicked into gear. 

Standardization Strategy Ensures Stable Supply of Motors 
with High Quality and Reasonable Price

　Our increased capacity to supply high-quality motors at 
affordable prices enabled us to broaden the range of appli-
cations for small DC motors. More diverse applications led 
to increased mass production of standardized products and 
then to cost reductions, in a virtuous cycle. 
　Standardization, the starting point for that virtuous cycle, 
wasn’t at all the standard thinking in the industry in Japan at 
the time. This uniqueness has enabled Mabuchi Motor to 
create, sustain, and enhance its competitive advantage and 
to achieve high profitability.
　Our ability to achieve high quality and low cost at the 
same time by producing and selling large volumes of motors 
with narrowed specifications through product standardiza-
tion is further enhanced by our global production system. 
Today, we have solidified our position as a leading company, 
supplying the world with approximately 1.3 billion small DC 
motors annually.
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Sales of motors by Sales of motors by 
region in 2021region in 2021

Unit: million yen (ratio)

 Europe
 28,641
 (21.3%)

China
44,358
(33.0%)

Japan
12,912   
 (9.6%)

Americas
24,327 (18.1%)

 

Asia Pacific
 24,303
 (18.1%)

Right Level of Profit as a Result of Contribution to Society

   Under our Management Principle, profit is not the compa-
ny’s ultimate objective. However, we attach great importance 
to profit. We believe that profit is a company’s reward for 
contributing to society or to customers, as well as an indica-
tor of the level of its contribution. Profit is also a source of 
energy for powering more and increasing social contribu-
tions. We believe that a company can remain in a virtuous 
cycle of  increasing social contribution, which increases its 
profits, which then through more and better activities again 
increases its social contribution, and so on. And we believe 
that such a company will gain the support of people and 
communities local and global. It will find that its purpose has 
become timeless. 
    A company can contribute to society only when it provides 
unique value by creating products or services that are differ-
ent from those offered by others. A company that only pro-
vides what others already do can compete only through 
price - which means that it cannot make a profit if costs re-
main unchanged. With this in mind, at Mabuchi Motor we 
always aim for the "right" level of profit as a result of our 
contribution to society and customers. An appropriate level 
of profit is necessary for keeping our business stable over 

time. When our profit exceeds appropriate levels, we return 
a share of our profit to customers to strengthen our relation-
ship with them and to reinforce our competitiveness. We do 
not pursue any sales expansion which will not generate prof-
it. Our objective is always sustainable growth accompanied 
by the right level of profit. 
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